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The aim of this essay is to propose a primary typology of the elite magic of the Jews since the late fifteenth century and to trace the history of its development in a succinct way. Two major types of magic will be presented here: the Italian, which emerged from Arabic sources initially introduced into Kabbalah by Spanish authors of the late thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (it seems to have been neglected by fifteenth-century Spanish Kabbalists, but reemerged at the end of the fifteenth century in Italy); and the Spanish, which was disclosed in Kabbalistic writings since the 1470s in Spain and afterward in the Ottoman empire and elsewhere. After explaining the theories of each type of magic, an attempt will be made to survey the activities of a series of important Jewish figures who undertook magical acts, basing themselves on the theoretical assumptions of either of the types. In other words, we witness the conspicuous manifestation of magical activity within Jewish culture, mostly on the esoteric level, occurring exactly at the same time, in two important centers of Jewish culture.

It should be stated from the very beginning that the following typology deliberately excludes the more popular magic among the Jews, which apparently continued to be practiced in the same manner as for hundreds of years beforehand. However, because the documentation of these practices is rather scanty, it is difficult to assert what could be new, or to pinpoint exactly what could transpire from the innovations of the Jewish

Renaissance elite to popular circles. The fact that most of the following discussions are based on texts and legends referring to leading figures in Jewish culture since the end of the fifteenth century is significant in itself. Never before this period did magic penetrate the Jewish elite in such a substantial way, and apparently affect writing and, presumably, praxis. Therefore, the following survey is to be considered a contribution to the understanding of Jewish magic, but at the same time a preliminary study of the penetration of magic into important segments of Judaism, a phenomenon that took place exactly at the same time when Christianity was fiercely extirpating those phenomena that were considered by its religious elite black magic and witchcraft. The synchronicity of these developments is a fascinating issue, worthy of a detailed analysis, which cannot be undertaken here. My task in the present study is much more modest—namely, to offer a preliminary survey of facts and processes that may help toward a comparative study, which remains a desideratum.

The transition from the medieval period to the Renaissance in Christian Europe was accompanied by a reevaluation of the status of magic in some intellectual circles. The appearance of ancient bodies of literature, Neoplatonic and hermetic, in Latin and Italian translations, together with the rendering of a significant corpus of Kabbalistic literature into Latin and Italian, precipitated the emergence of a new attitude toward magic, first in the circles of the Florentine literati, and afterward, under their influence, in a long series of European Renaissance and post-Renaissance figures all over Europe. This positive reevaluation of magic was not a simple change from medieval times. Renaissance figures remained reticent, if not manifestly negative, to the popular medieval types of magic. For them, magic was the lore taught by ancient masters like Hermes Trismegistus or Jamblicus, which did not envisage a pragmatic way to solve material problems by appeal to supernal or infernal powers. Rather, it was a lore based on a vast knowledge of the universal order, a knowledge that culminated in actualizing the potentiality inherent in human nature. Instead of being the practice of obscure and peripheral persons, the Renaissance magician came to designate the apex of human achievement, to be cultivated by the elite in order to exercise the human qualities that testify to the fullness of human perfection. It was not so much the subjugation of the material world to which the learned magicians of the Renaissance aspired, as to the fulfillment of their spirit.

The rise of this new appreciation of magic has received due treatment
in the studies of D. P. Walker, F. A. Yates, E. Garin, and P. Zambelli, to mention only the most prominent scholars who have paid attention to this development. Nowadays there is hardly a scholar who can ignore the importance of this phenomenon in the fabric of the Renaissance experience.

However, although the Christian part of this development has been sufficiently analyzed, the parallel and contemporaneous phenomenon among Jews has escaped a detailed presentation, still remaining terra incognita for scholarly research. Based upon traditions similar to those that nourished the Christian reevaluation of magic, texts representing Jewish conceptions still remain in manuscript form and are generally ignored by both Jewish and Christian scholars. This fact represents an obstacle to understanding in a more accurate way the processes that contributed to the formation of the Jewish reevaluation of magic and magicians. Indeed, certain Jewish writers, starting with the twelfth century, gradually built up a comprehensive magical interpretation of Judaism, presenting a whole range of Jewish rituals as permeated with magical resonances—and all this conceived in overtly positive terms. At the end of the fifteenth century R. Yohanan Alemanno has contrived a full-fledged interpretation of Judaism as the highest form of magical behavior. Magic was presented as the culmination of his ideal curriculum, including a list of magical works to be studied after the study of Cabala. Moreover, the precise prescriptions of the oral law (Torah sheb’al peh) were regarded by Alemanno in terms similar to, if not identical with, those he used to describe magic. In both cases, the precise enactment of prescriptions is absolutely necessary in order to attain the religious aim. Let me quote only one example of the high respect paid by Alemanno to magic. Describing the four most important perfections, he writes:

The perfection of the moral virtues, and the virtue of the intellect, the perfection of divine worship [which consists of] various divinatory powers, and the perfection of causing the descent of the spiritual powers by the means of statues and preparations of mixtures of qualities. And these [perfections are referred to by] four names: Torah and Wisdom and the Ephod and the Teraphim.

I assume that this list presents the perfections in an ascending order; the less important perfection seems to be the moral one, followed by the intellectual one, which is apparently inferior to the divine one, which includes revelatory experiences, and then the highest one, the magical perfection. This sequel is not an exception in Alemanno’s thought; it perfectly conforms to the more elaborate curriculum he proposed, where magic is the last and highest domain of study and practice, and Alemanno includes in this last stage titles of magical books to be studied, wherein we may easily find references to the magic of causing the descent of spirituality—in Hebrew, Ruhanuti—namely, the powers from above that are invested with magical and divinatory potentialities. The gradation of teraphim higher than the Torah is, in my opinion, an extraordinary view, which faithfully reflects the authentic opinion of Alemanno regarding magic. This appreciation is to be compared to Alemanno’s view that Moses built the golden calf in order to attract the supernal influx. These heterodox views bespeak a new and audacious approach to the meaning of Jewish religion, considered to be open to incorporate, into its very heart, elements that stem from magical works.

A century later, the magical understanding of Cabala as the apex of religious activity is still evident, under the influence of Alemanno, in Italy. R. Abraham Yagel describes the ideal acts:

Whoever knows how to direct a form against another form and to cause the descent of the supernal influx through its degrees and planes, without turning right or left . . . he will be loved on high and cherished below, and will be capable to change the natures and the constellations, according to his will, just as the prophets and the sages [of old] were doing.

Knowledge of the affinity between the structure of the higher and the lower universes, including the human bodily form, permits attraction of the supernal influx upon a human being, thereby enabling that person to perform extraordinary deeds. In the above passage, the fusion of magic with the ideal of religious life is evident. Knowledge of Cabala is the first theoretical step, allowing someone to understand the correspondences between what is found below and the supernal world of the Seﬁrot. Only afterward is the Kabbalist able to apply this knowledge to more magical aims.

Though elevated to a rank higher than even the most esoteric domain in the Jewish view of creation, as the Cabala was considered to be, magic seems to have only marginally contributed to a change in the behavior of those who promoted its importance. Interpretation of Jewish ritual as fraught with magical features strengthened the importance of this ritual, and its precise and diligent performance, just as did the theosophico-theurgical interpretations of the Cabala. As far as our historical evidence goes, Yohanan Alemanno, Abraham Yagel, and their like, seem to have subscribed to regular Jewish ritual, and we know nothing about magical activities they may have engaged in. Even less than Ficino and Pico, who showed both theoretical and practical interest in magic,
ish texts do not relate the performance of magical ritual per se. This situation is indeed more bizarre in light of the fact that the performance of magical ritual manifestly stemming from Jewish sources is related in Renaissance texts, whereas the making of a golem is not attributed to Jews contemporary with Christians who performed this practice.

We may summarize the above discussion by indicating that as far as Jewish intellectual figures in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century are concerned, the evidence shows an intense theoretical interest in magic, but no practice of magic, beyond the understanding of halakah as a potential magical instrument. Though investing magic with the glamor of divine, and sometimes angelic, revelations, and therefore as a manifestly positive form of activity. Indeed these magical practices include rites to compel the divine and the angelic world to answer the request of the demonic realm. Nature—that is, an orderly course of events that can be deduced from the observation of reality—played no role in the Weltanschauung of this late fifteenth-century Spanish Kabbalah. Furthermore, any interest in philosophy and in the natural sciences as found among the philosophers was now considered the result of demonic revelations. Therefore, all the achievements of astronomy, physics, and mathematics had to be abolished. Kabbalists who preached this abolition endeavored to propose an alternative science, generated by the revelations they committed to writing. Such a ciencia nueva was based upon obvious Kabbalistic assumptions, such as the correspondence between natural processes and the structures of the Hebrew language, and particularly the peculiar properties of the divine names. In other words the new science argued that it was of divine extraction, unlike Greek science, which was considered the artifact of demons. By its assumptions the Kabbalistic magic propagated by the Spanish Kabbalists of the late

This Kabbalistic magic was presented in the context of a philosophic reworking of the Kabbalah by presenting it as congenial to the Neoplatonic, Aristotelian, and later on even atomistic philosophy. Spanish Kabbalists presented their reevaluation of magic in contexts that were extremely critical of philosophy. The result of this disengagement of philosophy from the Kabbalah defined this Spanish magic in contrast to the Italian. For the Spanish Kabbalists, magic was a technique to subdue the entire cosmos, beginning with God and ending with the demonic realm. Nature—that is, an orderly course of events that can be deduced from the observation of reality—played no role in the Weltanschauung of this late fifteenth-century Spanish Kabbalah. Furthermore, any interest in philosophy and in the natural sciences as found among the philosophers was now considered the result of demonic revelations. Therefore, all the achievements of astronomy, physics, and mathematics had to be abolished. Kabbalists who preached this abolition endeavored to propose an alternative science, generated by the revelations they committed to writing. Such a ciencia nueva was based upon obvious Kabbalistic assumptions, such as the correspondence between natural processes and the structures of the Hebrew language, and particularly the peculiar properties of the divine names. In other words the new science argued that it was of divine extraction, unlike Greek science, which was considered the artifact of demons. By its assumptions the Kabbalistic magic propagated by the Spanish Kabbalists of the late
fifteenth century was the real alternative to physics and metaphysics. It not only transcended them but made them meaningless.

The Italian magic considered itself the culmination of the understanding of Aristotelian physics and metaphysics. It surpassed them as a science without, nevertheless, compromising their status in a substantial way. One important conception influential in the Renaissance in both Jewish and Christian circles was the Avicennian theory regarding extraordinary powers inherent in the human soul, which—when properly prepared for its separation from the body—might perform magical operations. A philosophical understanding stemming from the Middle Ages was responsible for a Renaissance view of magic. We may properly describe the kind of magic proposed by Alemano and Yagel as complementing the natural sciences of the Greeks without a substantial claim to supersede them. Magic, according to the sources of the Italian magic as presented by Alemano, grew out of natural philosophy. This was his reason for his reticence regarding demonic magic, which was totally in accord with that of Christian Kabbalists. According to another Jewish Kabbalist, R. Elijah Menaḥem Halfan of Venice, there are two types of practical Kabbalah: one stemming from the “right side,” namely from the divine realm, and thus a permissible lore, the other coming from the “left side,” and dealing with demonic issues and, therefore, illicit.27 Mutatis mutandis, Spanish Kabbalists on the eve of expulsion considered the historical scene as the major location for their magical activity, whereas their Italian contemporaries regarded nature as the arena where magical knowledge was to be applied.

Even more instructive would be a comparison between the conception of magic in Christian circles, especially Pico della Mirandola, and Spanish magic. As asserted above, the magic described in the Book of the Responding [Entity] is, according to its own perception, antinatural. If nature is defined in classical Greek forms of thought, then the cosmology of this form of magical Kabbalah could not coexist with cosmologies of Greek extraction. “Natural magic” would be simply inconceivable to the author of Sefer ha-Meshiv. However, it is exactly this expression, magia naturalis, that was the only allowable type of magic, according to Pico della Mirandola. In his opinion, Magia est pars practica scientiae naturalis, “magic is the practical part of natural science.”28 As against demonic magic, rightly condemned by the church, Pico believed that natural magic is based on virtutes naturales, the natural virtues inherent in a variety of objects, which enable someone to establish a link between heaven and earth—namely, a process into natural reality, as against demonic reality, which operates by resorting to demonic powers.29 The Spanish Kabbalah, on the other hand, viewed as licit the practice of invoking demonic powers and even subduing them. It seems as if Pico referred to a magic of the type presented in the Book of the Responding [Entity] when he condemned magic that was demonic by its nature. It is no surprise to find in Yagel the very terminology of magic characteristic of the Christian Italian Renaissance—namely, magia naturalis.30 The distance between Jewish elitist magic and Christian Renaissance magic is, indeed, not a very great one: Alemano, for example, was able to propose the study of a Christian book of agriculture as the acme of the study of magic and, in principle, the peak of all studies in general.31

Another outstanding difference between the two types of magic is evident in their respective approaches to the nature of the forces to be manipulated during magic. In the Spanish Kabbalah, the demonic and angelic realms were conceived in strongly personalistic terms, having special names and in some interesting instances their corporeal appearance is described in detail, using traditions that apparently stem from antiquity.32 These superhuman entities were invoked by incantations, and they could reveal various secrets to the Kabbalistic magician. However, in the Italian philosophically oriented magic as exposed by Alemano and Yagel, the supernatural forces attracted by the magician are impersonal powers presiding over astronomical entities; though having also personal names, their appearance is only rarely described in detail, the more common assumption being that they represent natural powers, which can be manipulated by precise knowledge of the cosmos, and orderly nature, which was not supposed to be disturbed by magic. Grosso modo we may regard Italian magic as operating in a relatively mechanistic universe in comparison with the mythical picture of the cosmos prevailing in the Spanish sources.33 In other words, the world of the Spanish Jewish magician would reject the more popular view of miracle, with its assumption of the intervention of God in the course of natural events without the demand of the magician, given the awareness of the powerful magic in his possession, whereas the Italian Jewish magician would regard a phenomenon commonly considered to be a miracle as the extension of an orderly universe beyond the gamut of common perception. Intervention of the divine as a free agent seems to be obliterated, or at least attenuated, by the two kinds of magic.

The difference between the two types of magic is, apparently, the result of two reactions to reality. Italian Jewry, living at the end of the fifteenth century in a period of relative tranquility similar to fourteenth-century Spanish Jewry, was ready to accept a rather stable picture of the world, where magic could transcend natural events without disrupting in a fun-
demental way the order of the things. Italian Renaissance magic is indeed conservative, not only because it elaborates on already existing magical conceptions and because it incorporates them into the common way of behaviour, the Jewish ritual, but also because it does not intend to change reality in a total way so as to inaugurate a novel kind of order. On the other hand, the Spanish Kabbalah focuses on a total reform or renovation of the world. As in the case of the natural sciences, so also in the case of the historical order, magic strives for tremendous change; just as the anonymous author of the Sepher ha-Meshiv attempted to free the Jews from the alien sciences originating from the demonic side, so also he tried to liberate the Jews from their exile among demonic forces, represented on the historical realm by Christianity. The plight of the Spanish Jews on the historical level influenced the adoption of a more extreme type of magic that was supposed to solve the problem that seemed to be unsolvable on the political and social level. The Spanish Kabbalist strove for a profound restructuring of reality, to be accomplished by Kabbalistic magic. As long as types of historical situations similar to the plight of the Jews in Spain before and immediately after the expulsion occurred, the relevance of the Spanish type of Kabbalistic magic became obvious. As long as the relative well-being of Jews in Italy remained in effect, the more philosophical type of magic was prevalent. Because Italian Jewry did not undergo tremendously painful ordeals as Spanish Jewry of the fifteenth century did, the Italian type of magic remained dominant there at least to the middle of the seventeenth century.

In psycho-historical terms it seems that a certain school of Spanish Kabbalah had undergone, in certain hard historical circumstances, a failure of nerves, which pushed Kabbalists to resort to magic as a major way to solve problems. Because the techniques and some conceptions related to their magic seem to be of a very ancient origin, we may conceive of this opening toward magical Kabbalah as the explosion of suppressed material; in a period of difficulties, it surfaced and even came to the fore as a vital spiritual attitude to reality in general.

In other words, the interest in magic in the circle of Kabbalists of della Reina can be conceived as an attempt to isolate Jews from their Christian environment by the demonization of Christianity, and by the idea that this religion would undergo a drastic change in the messianic drama. Italian Kabbalists were interested in magic as part of an already existing Jewish tradition that connected magic with philosophy, but also as a part of an integration of Jewish culture in the intellectual ambiance of the Italian Renaissance. From the sociological point of view, magic played opposing roles in the different historical situations.

The peculiar type of magic dominant in the writings of R. Yohanan Alemanno was also influential in the writings of the leading Safedian Kabbalists, R. Moses Cordovero. It seems reasonable to assume that the emergence of the astro-Sefirotic magic in Safed was not the result of the influence of the works of the Italian Kabbalist but of his sources emerging in fourteenth-century Spain. If Alemanno's books influenced Cordovero, it seems they did so in a very limited manner.

Yet I should like to adduce one instructive example of hermetic magic as it was exposed in a classic of Safedian Kabbalah, Cordovero's Pardes Rimmonim:

There is no doubt that the colours can introduce you to the operations of the Sefirot and the drawing down of their overflow. Thus, when a person needs to draw down the overflow of Mercy from the attribute of Grace, let him imagine the name of the Sefirah with the colour that is appropriate to what he needs, in front of him. If he [applies to] Supreme hesed, [let him imagine] the outmost white. . . . Likewise when he will operate a certain operation and he will be in need of the overflow of [the attribute of] Judgement, let him then dress in red clothes and imagine the form [of the letters of] the Tetragrammaton in red, and so on in the case of all the operations causing the descent of the overflows. . . . Certainly in this manner [we may explain] the meaning of the amulets. When a person prepares an amulet for the [Sefirah of] hesed, let him imagine the [divine] name in a bright white, since then the operation of that name will be augmented.

This passage is highly significant, for the Sefirotic system is conceived as instrumental to the attainment of magical activity. However, in lieu of the common spirits that are appointed over the planets and manipulated by the use of colors and clothes, in this instance the magical Kabbalist addresses the Sefirot. It seems that the astral spiritualities were projected into the divine inner realm and presented by using magical categories. The basic technique in this type of magic is the drawing down of divine powers, or the overflow of the Sefirot, in accordance with the needs of the magician.

Cordovero was very well aware of the affinity of his conception to that of astral magic. Immediately after the above passages, he wrote:

All these topics are known and conspicuous to those who write amulets and we have no part in their labor. But we have seen someone who designed amulets which refer to the [attribute] of [stern] judgement [using the colour of] red, and those which refer to Grace in white and those which refer to Mercy in green, and everything [was done] in accordance with what [was
revealed] by true [angelic] mentors, which taught him the preparation of the amulets. All this [was done] in order to introduce him to the subject of the colours and the operations which derive from the above. 38

Therefore, the Kabbalist was cognizant of the similarity between the type of Kabbalah he was proposing and pagan magical practices. Moreover, he considers the knowledge of the preparation of amulets or talismans as a revealed gnosis, which serves as an introduction to the knowledge of the Kabbalah. Notwithstanding the reservation of the Kabbalist regarding magical practice, it is obvious that he was in contact with a person who indulged in these practices and Cordovero even considered his knowledge as coming from above. In any case his reluctance to acknowledge openly the conspicuous affinity of his Kabbalah with a certain type of magic is understandable, a fact that does not detract from the profound similarity and the historical filiation of his Kabbalah to magic.

Moreover, this type of activity is understood by Cordovero as being similar to that of the priests and Levites in the service of the temple. In a passage that was omitted from the above citation, we learn:

When he will be interested in [the influence of the attributes] of hesed and Rahamin, let him dress [in] white [clothes]. And we have clear evidence from the priests, whose overflow is from the part of hesed, and their clothes were white in order to point to peace. And this is the reason that the great priest on the Day of Atonement was putting off the golden [clothes] and he put on white ones since the worship of that day was [to be performed] in white clothes. 40

Therefore, the principle proposed by Cordovero in connection with the religious ritual is the same as that regulating magical activity. As in the case of the acculturation of the hermetic type of magic into the Jewish ritual in the above passage, similarly in the last one the Kabbalist performing the practice of concentration and pronunciation of the combinations of letters is presented as a righteous—that is, as an ideal—religious type. Though not part of the regular ritual, the above technique is nevertheless considered to be a licit practice.

Moreover, according to yet another passage from the same book, the highest domain of study, which transcends even the study of the Zohar, the most important text of Kabbalah, is the knowledge of the “spirituality of the letters and their existence and their combination with each other,” for this knowledge enables the Kabbalist “to create worlds.” 43 This assertion is indeed noteworthy; the spirituality of the letters seems to be omnipotent, and this gnosis is, according to Cordovero, a very rare topic. For our purpose it is enough to mention the obvious magical implication of the manipulation of the spirituality of the letters, an issue to which we shall return later on.

The passages above were printed and disseminated as part of the commonly accepted Kabbalah. They did not meet any resistance or criticism. It would be no exaggeration to assert that they were included in the most influential Kabbalistic collections. No wonder that the Hasidic type of magic and mysticism follows the pattern proposed in Cordovero’s work. Let me quote an intermediary source, which may illustrate a certain elaboration of a principle to be found in the preceding texts. According to R. Menahem Azariah of Fano, an early seventeenth-century Italian Kabbalist and a fervent admirer of Cordovero:

There is a great preparation inherent in the names of the righteous [, which enables] the dwelling of the divine overflow on them as it is written: “See I have called you by name” and only afterward [it is written] “I shall fill him of the spirit of God.” 44

The name of the righteous, in our case Bezalel, was given as the reason for the dwelling of the divine spirit upon that person; it is not clear what
is the precise meaning of the preparation inherent in the name, but it seems reasonable to assume that it is similar to that related by Cordovero when he referred to the drawing down of the overflow by means of the divine names. It is important to emphasize the fact that the righteous—in Hebrew, the zaddikim—are referred to by the Kabbalist, for this is the term that will designate the leaders of the new mystical trend in Judaism, Hasidism. Interestingly, the passage of R. Menahem Azariah of Fano was indeed quoted by a Hasidic master, R. David Moshe of Teshorkov.45

Under the direct and indirect influence of Cordovero's conception of prayer, the early Hasidic masters understood their prayer in terms of attraction of spirituality from above onto the letters, or more precisely onto the sounds, of the prayer. In one case, the magical implication of this theory still remains perceptible. R. Jacob Joseph of Polnoye, the disciple of the founder of Hasidism, wrote:

The quintessence of the [mystical] intention [of the prayer] is that the person who prays should direct his intention to cause the descent of the spirituality from the supernal degrees to the letters which he pronounces, so that these letters will be able to ascend to the supernal degree, in order to perform his request.46

Therefore, the attraction of the supernal forces is understood, according to this passage, as a prerequisite for the ascent of the letters to the divine world, a process that ensures the divine response to prayer. In distinction to the regular understanding of mystical prayer as causing the descent of the divine in order to enable an encounter—namely, a union with the divine—here the more practical, magical possibility is alluded to. Prayer is conceived as a vehicle for the attainment of one's request rather than a mystical ritual.47

III

Redemptive Magicians I

The most outstanding difference between the Spanish and the Italian Kabbalistic magic is the fact that the former was practiced outside the classic norms of Jewish ritualistic behavior, whereas the latter was exercised within the frame of halakic requirements. In other words, Spanish Jewish magicians had to operate as magicians in the full sense of the word—namely, to transcend the normal ways of religious behavior in order to attain their aims. It is no surprise that Spain witnessed the activity of the first Jew known as a magician par excellence. According to the earliest version of a legend, in the 1470s the notorious R. Joseph della Reina performed his famous messianic and magical attempt to invoke the leaders of the demonic world in order to overcome them and allow thereby the advent of the messianic era. I should like to describe briefly this legendary event, a highly influential one, which served, as I shall try to demonstrate in the following discussion, as a blueprint for a series of similar attempts of a messianic-magical nature.48

Apparently as a response to a divine call, or according to another version, as an attempt to hasten the redemption on his own account, R. Joseph della Reina convoked his ten disciples in a magical seance devoted to the invocation of Samael and Ammon of Nö, the two heads of the demons. Using Kabbalistic formulas based on the divine name consisting of forty-two letters, those two devils were forced to descend and were then bound and sealed by the letters, in order to facilitate the advent of the Messiah. Because of a religious fault—della Reina's readiness to perform a Christianlike ritual apparently in a church—the devils escaped the magical knots and the redemption was postponed, whereas della Reina himself was punished in a way that differs from one version of the legend to another.49

Before analyzing this legend I should like to make several methodological observations. It is indeed the most famous of the Jewish legends that appeared in the fifteenth century; however, it is far from clear whether the magical attempt of della Reina, as depicted in most of the known versions, reflects, in its detail, a historical event. It is rather unclear, for example, if the allegedly messianic attempt was the initiative of the Kabbalist himself, as in the common versions of the legend, or whether it was a command from above that generated the abortive attempt.50 Moreover, it is unclear if the negative attitude to della Reina, which was expressed by several Kabbalists, was the result of the messianic attempt, or if it was the result of his use of magic for his personal, sometimes even erotic, purposes mentioned in the sources. However, it is obvious that the main aspects of this legend as summarized above were so understood in larger Jewish circles and influenced their conception of Kabbalah. It is indeed quite possible that we deal here with a tradition rather than a historical event.

Let me now analyze some notable features of this legend. The magician acts here together with his companions, his disciples, not as a single, isolated person. The main, and apparently the unique, goal of his magical activity was not personal profit, nor that of another single person or group. The magical ritual was undertaken by a group for the benefit of the entire people of Israel. Therefore this magical performance was a
redemptive act, whose repercussions transcended the circle of the magician in both time and place.

As we know, the magical dromenon that involves the encounter with the sinister forces is fraught with dangers for the magician. In our case, the attempt to subdue the heads of the demonic forces is even more perilous, as the end of the legend obviously shows. However, for the benefit of the entire people of Israel, the magician was ready to undertake this tremendous ordeal to confront Samael and Ammon of No. Therefore, according to this magical practice, the redemptive magician was obliged to confront the demonic forces in order to achieve his aim.

It would be important to compare the phenomenology of this confrontation, as well as others to be mentioned shortly, with the famous encounter of the Christian magician par excellence, Faust, with the devil. Motivated by an extraordinary willpower and knowledge, Faust was ready to sell his soul in order to attain his desires; concerned solely with his well-being. There are, no doubt, also more individualistic aspects of the redemptive nature of Jewish magic since the late fifteenth century.

Confrontation between the Jewish magician and the demonic forces has a conspicuous religious character. Far from being a cult similar to that of magical satanism held by the Inquisition—namely, a worship of Satan as an independent power—the Spanish Kabbalists received their revelation concerning the demonic system from a divine source, and they used the knowledge of the structure of the demonic world to demonstrate the presence of God, as the God of the people of Israel. Moreover, the magician was at the same time a Kabbalist who received revelations whose essence was the reinstatement of the pristine science and the victory of Judaism over Christianity and Islam in the messianic era. Therefore the confrontation of the magician with the powers of darkness "really" reflected a confrontation between the leading religions, a war waged by Kabbalists who considered themselves the emissaries of God. The sign of the victory of Judaism would be the transformation of the demonic forces presiding over Christianity into defenders of Judaism, including the Messiah, the son of Ephraim—namely, the secondary messianic figure destined to die in the final battles, in order to ensure the victory of the Jews. The religious dimension of this conversion is obvious and it is apparently achieved by a magical transformation of the enemy into a friend. Della Reina is, according to the standards of the Book of the Responding [Entity], the paragon of Jewish magico-religious activity as revealed by the divinity—namely, the person who endeavored to confront evil in order to ease the end of the exile.

Last but not least; the general nature of the magical activity in which della Reina indulged was apparently considered by him, in contrast to the ideas of his contemporary and later Kabbalists, not an illicit operation to be undertaken because of the plight of the Jews, but the fulfillment of esoteric Judaism as it emerged in the premessianic period. According to the Book of the Responding [Entity], the secrets of the Book of the Zohar, the classic work of the Kabbalah, were to be revealed before the coming of the Messiah, and these secrets included both the theoretical and the practical Kabbalah, which were, so it is reasonable to assume, identical to the secrets disclosed by God and God's angels in that book. According to another Kabbalistic writing authored by a Kabbalist who elaborated on the views of Sepher ha-Meshiv, the disclosure of Kabbalistic books before the advent of the Messiah was related to the eschatological wars to be waged by the hidden—that is, the lost—tribes, who would be able to overcome the power of the Christianity by using their knowledge of practical magic, which would enable them to command the an-
gels. That anonymous Kabbalist portrays the power of the people of Israel as spiritual, depending, as it did, on the voice — namely, the invocation of the divine names and angels — in contradistinction to the material or corporeal power of Esau, the symbol of Christianity. 

Therefore, the appearance of the practical Kabbalah, a euphemism for licit magic, was characteristic of and instrumental for the beginning of the messianic period.

Most of the features of the legend concerning Joseph della Reina's abortive attempt recur in legends related to other Jews who resort to magic in their endeavor to combat Christianity. Thus, for example, several precise details of the version of della Reina's legend are found in an epistle of R. Abraham ben Eliezer ha-Levi in a story whose hero is the messianic figure of Marrano background, R. Shelomo Molkho. The most important difference between the della Reina version and that of the later figure is the attribution of the legend to a person who had a close relationship with the leader of Christianity, the pope himself. The historical dimension may have influenced the outcome of the legend. If Molkho intended to bring about the abolition of Christianity by using magic, then his contacts with the pope might have been motivated by his intention to fight Christianity in its very stronghold. Indeed, the visit of Molkho in Rome and his discussions with the pope seem to be hard historical facts, though the attribution of magical activity to Molkho in his relationship to the pope may be pure speculation. However, although the connection between history and magic remains unsubstantiated, the probability that Molkho indeed was motivated by an anti-Christian attitude is also a hard fact. This was put in sharp relief by the Jewish opponent of Molkho, R. Jacob Mantino, who translated a sermon of Molkho into Latin in order to convince Christians, including the pope, as to the real views of Molkho.

Whatever may be the correct answer regarding the intention of Molkho when he met with the pope, it seems obvious that a magical ritual, quite similar to that attributed to Molkho, was exercised by another messianic figure in the surroundings of the Vatican in the second half of the seventeenth century. R. Nathan of Azza, the prophet of Sabbatai Sevi, is reported to have traveled to Rome and to have walked around the Vatican seven times, performing yihudim — namely, pronouncing combinations of letters of the divine names. This circumambulation of the Vatican is reminiscent of the seven times that della Reina and Molkho processed around a church, pronouncing divine names. In the case of the first two figures as well as in that of the Sabbatean prophet, there are good reasons to postulate that messianic connotations were inherent in the performance of magic.

I assume that these encounters of Kabbalistic magicians with sinister forces, intended to combat the powers of darkness in order to change the course of history, are representative of the infiltration of practical Kabbalah into elitist circles. Although the term "practical Kabbalah," Kabbalah ma'asit, was known since the fourteenth century, it was only since the end of the fifteenth century that it became widespread in Kabbalistic circles.

One of the most important texts that uses this term as referring to an important facet of Kabbalah is the Book of the Responding [Entity].

Though there were Kabbalistic authorities who firmly condemned these magical attempts, as passages from the writings of R. Abraham ben Eliezer ha-Levi, R. Moses Cordovero, and R. Hayyim Vital demonstrate, I doubt that these condemnations represent the last word of these Kabbalists. Notwithstanding their overt distancing from this magic, which ended in failure, some of the Kabbalists who explicitly condemned Kabbalistic magicians still quoted unhesitantly from writings built upon the theoretical assumptions of the demonic and practical Kabbalah, such as the Book of the Responding [Entity], though they undeniably were aware of the common ground shared by the magician and the practical Kabbalah. Therefore, though those who practiced this magico-messianic ritual were condemned, the fact that the same ritual was reported several times, even after it was explicitly condemned, seems to point to the sensitive chord this activity touched in the hearts of Jews. Waiting as they were for a messianic figure, the attempts to facilitate his coming at the price of endangering oneself was considered something to be condoned even if it represented an attempt to force the hand of God.

If the relationship between these Kabbalists to the fifteenth-century Spanish type of magic seems to be well established, given the fact that the later Kabbalists refer in one way or another to Spanish sources, the case of R. Sampson of Ostropol is much more complex. According to the recent analysis of Yehudah Liebes, this Kabbalist, who died as a martyr during the pogroms in 1648 in Russia, attempted to combat Christianity using magical Kabbalah and, like his Spanish predecessors, he conceived Christianity in demonic terms. Again, according to the findings of Liebes, the death of this Kabbalist was conceived as part of the attempt to save the people of Israel; in other words, his martyrdom was an act of messianic self-sacrifice. At least phenomenologically, the fate of R. Sampson is reminiscent of the redeeming role of the biblical Sampson who, by his death, provoked the destruction of his enemies and the relief of the people of Israel.
Redemptive Magicians II

It seems that another important group of legends having an explicit magical character shares a characteristic with the legends mentioned above. The redemptive character of the creation of a golem is obvious in some of the versions of this widespread story. The Maharal, the legendary R. Yehudah Loew of Prague, created a golem in order to defend the helpless Jews from the threat of Christians.67 This function of the golem is totally absent from golem descriptions in the early Kabbalistic sources, which detail the technique of the creation and the nature of this artificial creature. In thirteenth-century Kabbalistic texts, the creation of a golem is understood as part of a mystical experience the Kabbalist underwent. According to G. Scholem, this creative ritual is to be performed at the culmination of the studies of a given person, and therefore signals an individualistic achievement.68 Introducing a redemptive feature to this magical activity reflects the profound significance with which magic was invested in Jewish legends.

Redemptive Magicians III

Perhaps the most influential figure in Jewish mysticism who was designated a magician even by his name was R. Israel ben Eliezer, the Besht, called the Master of the [Divine] Name, the founder of Hasidism. A mystic of wide influence, he was conceived as a healer who used divine names as a means for his healing. This perception was expressed in an explicit way by Salomon Maimon, who stressed in his autobiography the magical side of the Besht's activity, especially his magical healing, accomplished with the help of the divine name. According to this author, some of his disciples were also renowned for their successful healing.69 Moreover, in a series of legends, the Besht's capability of clairvoyance is reported—that is to say, his ability to see things happening at a remote distance, when looking into the book of the Torah, more precisely into the light hidden in the letters of the Torah.70 This light, similar to the ether that pervades everything, was the medium that enabled him to see events taking place at a distance. Although the activity of the Besht had been analyzed on several planes by scholars who tried to present a detailed picture of this founder of a new sort of mysticism, it is strange that their academic research gave no account of the magic in the activities of the Besht. I propose to offer in the following a preliminary suggestion as to the nature of the magic employed by the Besht, a suggestion that could be substantiated by further, more detailed analyses.

Though different in nature, the two kinds of magical activities men-

tioned above share a common concern. Like most other Jewish magicians, the Besht used linguistic techniques. It is this medium that allowed him to perform his magic and it seems wise to try to understand the possible nature of these kinds of magical acts. No direct and detailed reference to the magical theory of the Besht seems to be extant. I should like to propose here a certain way of understanding this magic, based on an inference from two major facts.

1. The most important fact is the peculiar nature of the mysticism introduced by the Besht, which served as the basis for Hasidic mysticism. According to the Besht and his disciples, mystical prayer consists in concentration in prayer and the pronunciation of the letters of the words of prayer as if these sounds were the palaces or the containers of the divine influx that enters these sounds and permits the mystic to unite with the divine overflow. This understanding of prayer is not a new one; as I have already noted, it is a continuation of the Cordoverian theory regarding Kabbalistic prayer. The basic assumption, according to Cordovero and his sources, is that mystical activity is achieved when the divine spirituality descends into the words of prayer. The sources of this Kabbalistic view are magical, "hermetic" views that penetrated Kabbalah in the fourteenth century, and were understood in a more mystical way than that of their Arabic sources.71 This attraction of the divine spirituality was considered part of magical activity in the Arabic sources. It remained perceptible in Kabbalistic sources and it influenced the meaning of the use of linguistic elements and the divine names in Beshian magic. As we have seen above, in the quote from the work of R. Jacob Joseph of Polnoye, magical implications of this conception were still perceptible in his formulation of the Cordoverian view of Kabbalistic prayer.

Let me briefly discuss an important legend dealing with the content of the amulets prepared by the Besht:

When R. Isaac of Drohobycz heard of the remarkable powers of the Baal Shem's amulets, it occurred to him that this was most certainly accomplished by means of the sacred Names written in them. So he decreed, "Because of the improper use of the Name of God, the power of the amulets must pass away." And that, indeed, is what happened. The talismans issued by the Baal Shem were now unavailing, having lost their special potency. . . . When the Baal Shem finally realized that his amulets were no longer providing any benefits, he sought the reason. It was eventually revealed to him that it was because of the zaddik R. Isaac's pronouncement. The Baal Shem thereupon wrought a remarkable feat by means of a Kabbalistic combination of the words of the prayer Ana Bakoah. As a result of the Baal Shem's feat . . . the Baal Shem confronted R. Isaac.
"Why has your honor taken from me the power of my amulets—amulets which I dispense to help people?" Said R. Isaac, "It is forbidden to make personal use of the Holy Names." "But there is no oath in any Names in my amulets," argued the Besht, "save my very own, 'Israel, son of Sarah, Baal Shem Tov.'" R. Isaac, unwilling to believe this, said that it is not possible for the Baal Shem's name alone to possess such awesome powers. Upon opening several amulets which were brought for R. Isaac's scrutiny, he became convinced of the truth of what he was told. Then he uttered the following: "Lord of the universe, if a man earns his livelihood through the power of his own name, what do You care? Restore to him the potency of the amulets bearing his name." And so it was.72

The main point of this story is the awesome powers of the name of the Baal Shem, which could accomplish, alone, deeds commonly attributed to the divine name. It seems highly significant that the proper name of a zaddik was thought to be so powerful. This seems also to be the underlying view of the quotation from the book of R. Menahem Azariah of Fano cited above. Though he was not mentioned in our context, it seems that his views could influence an eighteenth-century figure such as the Besht. In any case another legend associated with the Besht may be instructive in this regard.73 R. Pinhas of Korecz, an outstanding disciple of the Besht, asserted in reference to the Besht that "many years after a zaddik enters the future world, he is transformed into a divine name, and he becomes a light for the fear of God." He had heard this from the R. Zevi, the son of the Ba'al Shem Tov. R. Zevi told him that his father appeared to him in a dream and told him, "In the next world a zaddik is transformed into a divine Name. You should meditate on the Name Ana Bakoah, for I am that Name."

As in the legend regarding the confrontation of the Besht with R. Isaac of Drohobycz, here again there is an affinity between the divine name associated with the prayer Ana Bakoah—namely, the name of forty-two letters that emerges from the acrostic of the words of this prayer, and the Besht. In the latter story the Hasidic master was transformed into this name. It seems therefore that this was the most important divine name in use by the Besht. Moreover, on the basis of the view of Menahem Azariah of Fano, it may well be that the personal name of the Besht was understood as a transformation of the name of forty-two letters. In any case the magical use of the name of the Besht testifies to a phenomenon described by the Italian Kabbalist. If so, it may well be that, as in the case of the names of the zaddikim mentioned by Menahem Azariah, so also in the case of the Besht, the letters of his name were causing the descent of the flow from above. Indeed, a conception closely related to that of the Italian Kabbalist is to be found in the name of the son of R. Isaac of Drohobycz, the famous Hasidic master R. Yehiel Michael, the Maggid of Zlotchov. He is quoted by R. Jacob Isaac, the Seer of Lublin, saying that he has seen in books74 that "In the letters of refu'ah [healing] there is the vitality of healing,75 since that whole Torah is [composed of] the names of God, Blessed be He." As we learn from the sequel of this passage, the letters of the Torah, qua divine names, draw downward the vitality that is a synonym for spirituality.76 Therefore, the function of the letters to attract the supernal spirituality, in connection with the process of healing, was well known in the entourage of the Besht. According to another passage associated with the Maggid of Zlotchov,78 in order to help someone in need of healing, the name of the person is to be mentioned together with the word refu'ah, for the "light"79 or the vitality that occurs when this word is pronounced dwells on the name of the person and improves his condition. Here the name of the person is the recipient of the supernal overflow. I suppose that the name of the zaddik, the Besht, might function in the same manner in the amulets: its letters would collect the influx and help thereby to cure the sick person. Or, if the word refu'ah was considered to be endowed with curative power, it seems reasonable that this is one of the possible roles of the letters forming the name of the Besht written in his amulets.

2. The second fact is the existence of a magical, "hermetic" understanding of medicine, as revealed in the writings of some Christian figures since the end of the fifteenth century80 and later on in the work of R. Abraham Yagel.81 He, and his possible sources, applied the principle of magic as using the descending flow, to the theory of medicine, healing being achieved, according to this theory, by the power descending from above. This magical understanding of medicine was extant in print in the work of Yagel, Moshia  r sim,82 and it could have influenced, directly or indirectly, any eighteenth-century author. Because the magic of the Besht was concerned with healing and his mysticism employed the principle of causing the descent of the supernal flow, I infer that we may see in the theory of magical healing of Yagel an antecedent of the Besht. Indeed this hypothesis seems to be confirmed by a statement found in a Hasidic work. R. Eliezer, the son of the famous Hasidic master, R. Elimelekh of Lisansk, stated that the zaddikim, the religious leaders of the Hasidic communities, "Heal maladies and draw downward the influxes on the entire people of Israel."83 According to other statements in the circle of R. Elimelekh, "The zaddik is like a channel, which draws liquids downward, since he, by the means of his good deeds, will draw good influxes downward on [the people of] Israel."84 Such statements can easily be
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multiplied, but it seems that the above assessments are sufficient to testify to the magical conception of the role of the zaddik in the Hasidic ideology.

If my proposal concerning the Cordoverian origin of Hasidic magic is confirmed by future studies, then the conclusion to be drawn regarding the affinity of Beshtian healing magic and Italian magic is that the latter remained influential in the Safedian Kabbalah, especially that of R. Moses Cordovero and his school. In any case, it seems obvious that the late fifteenth-century Spanish conception of demonic magic, or the much older magical practice of creating a golem, were rejected by eighteenth-century Hasidism, in favor of the Italian type of magic.

Last but not least; though the Italian type of magic seems to be closest to the Beshtian magic, the latter involves an important characteristic missing in Italian magic. The achievement of the Besht, as well as his self-consciousness, is directed toward the community, theoretically even to the entire people of Israel. As against the individualistic tendency of authors like Alemanno, eighteenth-century Hasidism focused on the well-being of a people. According to the famous letter of the Besht to his brother-in-law, the dissemination of his teaching will have an eschatological significance. At least according to this document, the magical and the mystical teachings of the Besht have messianic implications and he may be regarded as a redemptive figure whose activity includes magical facets. Let me quote the pertinent passage of this highly interesting document:

88 asked the Messiah: When do you come? And he answered: You will know [the time] which is when your doctrine will be revealed in public and it will be disclosed to the world, and your fountains will well outside, what I have taught you and you apprehended, and also they [i.e., the people of Israel] will be able to perform the unifications and the ascents [of the soul] as you do, and then the shells will be abolished and then there will be a time of good-will and redemption. And I was surprised by this [answer] and I was deeply sorrowful because of the length of time when this will be possible; however, from what I have learned there, the three things which are remedies and three divine names, it is easy to learn and to explain. [Then] my mind was calmed and I thought that it is possible for my contemporaries to attain this degree and aspect by these [practices], as I do, namely to be able to accomplish the ascents of souls and they will be able to study and become like me.

The Besht brought down, like R. Akiva in the Heikhalot literature, the means to ascend on high in order to study the secrets that will pave the way to the advent of the Messiah. As the Besht indicated, this technique of ascent included divine names, but also certain remedies whose nature is obscure. I translated the Hebrew term Seggulot as remedies not only because this is the most plausible rendering from the semantic point of view but also because of a parallel to this Hasidic text, to be found in an early medieval treatise on magic. I refer to Shimmushei Torah, a tract explaining the magical feats that can be accomplished by various passages in the Pentateuch. In the introduction to this text, Moses is portrayed as ascending on high in order to receive the Torah and afterward to contest with the hostile angels. He prevails victorious and these angels offer him, together with the Torah, “a remedy [devar refuah] and the secret of the names that can be derived from each and every pericope and their [magical] uses.” Thus, the work of Moses seems to be similar to that of the Besht. Both brought down divine names, which are at the same time magical names, in addition to other things, which apparently are medical remedies. As such, the revelation of a mystical technique of ascent and the magical remedies are part, in the Hasidic text, of the dissemination of the Beshtian doctrine, which opens the way to the Messiah. No less than earlier mystical masters who had engaged in magic as part of a redemptive enterprise, the Besht, the Master of the divine name, likewise understood his activity as having redemptive purposes. I wonder whether the use of the Torah as an instrument enabling the Besht some clairvoyant phenomena is not related to the magical understanding of the secrets of the Torah as divine names. Although bibliomancy is by no means a novel magical technique, the way the Besht understood it seems to differ from the more common magical usage because he asserted that the primordial light inherent in the Torah is the medium of his clairvoyance.

Finally, before completing my proposal as to the nature of the magic of the Besht, let me quote, in extenso, an unedited text of Solomon Maimon, who flourished in the generation of the Maggid of Mezheridch, the most important disciple of the Besht. This text, as can easily be seen, is a clear exposition of the astro-magical lore that corresponds to the Italian magic, and therefore serves as important evidence that Polish authors were familiar with the same type of magic that was cultivated by Renaissance Jewish authors:

It is well known in the science of the planets, that when someone will make a peculiar image from a peculiar matter which is connected with a peculiar planet, as they [the ancestors] said, “There is no [leaf of] grass on earth, etc., — and he will place it under the power of the above-mentioned planet, when the latter is at its ascendant, and in the house of its glory, then will the power of the star pour upon that image and it [the image] will speak and perform certain operations, and they are the Teraphim, which are mentioned in the book of the Prophets. Likewise when a person prepares
himself for that, for example to receive the power and spiritual force of the planet Saturn, he has to dress [in] black and he will wrap himself in black [clothes] and will cover the place he stood upon with black clothes and will eat things which increase the dark bile, which are under the dominion of Saturn. . . . Then the power and the spiritual force of the above-mentioned planet will pour upon the person and this is the essence of the prophecy of Ba’al and the prophets of Ashtoreth and similar [phenomena]. . . . According to the view of the Kabbalists, the entire Torah and all the commandments are befitting preparations [made] in order to receive the requested influxes, in a perfect way, without the mixture of any deficiency and this is the focus upon which the commandments concentrate, those connected with a certain time or a certain place or with certain operations and all of them are intended for themselves in a very precise fashion, so that if a certain matter is amiss, the requested operation will not be accomplished. . . . And this is the building of the Temple, the courtyard and the sanctuary and the adytum and its instruments: the table, the Menorah, and the altar and the basin and its foundation and all kinds of priestly garments and all the sorts of sacrifices and all of them are based upon what we have mentioned.99

As we can see, Maimon still believed in the same type of magical religiousness characteristic of hermetic magic of the medieval and Renaissance periods. However, this type of magic was considered by Maimon an idolatrous practice, which had a structure similar to the sacrosanct service of the temple. This reticence of Maimon is similar to the hesitation of Cordovefo to subscribe openly to the composition of amulets in accordance with magico-astral criteria. The peculiar details of temple worship were regarded by Maimon as a way to ensure the descent of the supernal influx, which stems from the Sefirot, not from the planets in the magico-astroal ritual.

IV

An interesting magical conception that emerged from Spanish Kabbalistic magic is the view that the Kabbalist may perform magical techniques that will ensure revelations.100 These practices are overtly magical: they are based on incantations and pronunciations of divine names that summon angelic and demonic entities called down in order to reveal more practical issues. What seems to be obvious in the Book of the Responding [Entity] is the fact that no particular supernal or infernal being was considered the major, not to say the unique, source of revelation. The magical Kabbalist in Spain was not, on the basis of the extant material, in a continual relationship with one source of revelation, which might have been appointed over this particular human being.101

However, in the sixteenth century, we find an articulated conception of the angelic mentor, the Maggid, which emerged through study of the Torah by a certain person and remained in contact with this person. Similar to practices of incubation, these techniques for receiving information from above become increasingly influential. R. Joseph Caro, the most important halakic authority, was regularly visited by such a Maggid,102 and after him several other examples of alleged possessors of angelic personal tutors are known in the Kabbalistic literature. Famous figures like R. Shelomo Alkabez, R. Shelomo Molkho, R. Moses Cordovero, R. Hayyim Vital, R. Sampson of Ostropoler, or R. Moses Hayyim Luzzatto, to mention only the most important names, were visited by Maggidim. The magical element is not always obvious in the techniques to summon the Maggidim, and I assume that this element was deliberately attenuated by these authors or by the redactors of their works, as seems to be the case as far as Karo is concerned.103 However, as late as the eighteenth century, Luzzatto seems to have used magical devices to invoke his Maggid.

Simultaneously with the emergence of the Maggidic phenomena, another paranormal psychological phenomenon came to the fore in Jewish circles, the dibbuk, possession by the spirit of a demon or a deceased person.104 This phenomenon is almost unknown in medieval Jewish texts. It explodes, however, in an extraordinary way in the second third of the sixteenth century. Evidence for this type of possession increased in the remaining decades of this century in a geometrical rate, becoming, at the turn of the seventeenth century, a common phenomenon, testified to by numerous descriptions, in comparison with the absence of evidence in the first third of the sixteenth century.105 I mention the proliferation of this phenomenon because it may be regarded as an instance of "inverse Maggidism." In sharp contrast to the Maggidic experience, depending as it did on the study of the Torah or other canonical texts, and therefore an eminently masculine prerogative, dibbuk possession experiences prevailed in women, who, by the standards of the times, were considered to be ignorant.106 Sometimes, the "negative" possession experience was related to a young boy, again an implicit example of ignorance. Whereas the appearance of the Maggid was regarded as an award to holy persons for their eminence in study, and therefore as a positive revelation, possession was invariably considered a negative revelation, sometimes being a form of punishment for a hidden sin. Last but not least; the Maggid was
invoked by magical techniques, whereas the *dibbuk* was exorted by other magical techniques.

The simultaneity of the appearance of these two phenomena and their "inverted" affinity are even more striking if we recall that a person who was visited by a *Maggid*, R. Joseph Karo, was at the same time the first known Jewish exorcist in the sixteenth century. Although this may well be a matter of chance, it was nevertheless portentous: positive and negative revelatory experiences turn more influential in both the elite and in popular circles, approximately at the same time. This assault of the supernatural is accompanied, as we have seen above, by the increasing interest in and practice of magic. It seems that the medieval period collapsed, opening the way not so much to a "rational" weltanschauung as to mystico-magical revelry.

The ascent of magic, which took place together with that of revelatory experiences, can be understood as the highlighting of already existing Kabbalistic and magical elements presented now in a more detailed way, given the explosion of the Kabbalistic creation characteristic of the sixteenth century. Since the composition of the *Book of the Responding [Entity]*, we witness a conspicuous process of revealing and systematizing the more esoteric Kabbalistic doctrines, a process that contributed to the clarification of Kabbalistic conceptions, and with the passage of time, to their dissemination in relatively larger circles.

This description of the dissemination of paranormal experiences, directly related to magical practices, "inorcism" in the case of the *Maggid*, and exorcism in the case of the *dibbuk*, is based on evidence in scholarly literature. It may well be possible that the real situation was different. The same practices might have been disseminated in the Middle Ages among Jews, but they were reticent to commit the relevant facts to writing, whereas since the period of the Renaissance, the policy of documentation changed for one reason or another. Therefore, instead of a real change in the type of experiences that was cultivated by, or haunted, some Jews, there was apparently only a change in readiness to describe these experiences. However, for the time being it seems that the assumption that there was indeed a real change, not merely a literary one, is preferable.

V

At this stage of our reflection on magic and its place in Judaism since the late fifteenth century, it would be proper to ask, How was it possible that a religion whose basic canonical books, the Bible and the talmudic and midrashic literature, are declaratively antimagical, or at least neutral to magic, was able to absorb such an amount of magical conceptions? I should like to stress that we are dealing here with the Renaissance period and therefore not with ignoramuses, for whom biblical imperatives were vague statements to be forgotten as soon as a hard problem presented itself and demanded a solution of a magical nature. The figures we have dealt with were, it is proper to stress, part of the Jewish elite. The answer to this quandary seems to lie in the processes that preceded the magical transformation of the late fifteenth century. Since the ninth century, and in a more rapid way, since the beginning of the thirteenth, Judaism absorbed or extended at least two articulated religious superstructures: the philosophical and the Kabbalistic. These superstructures had validated, each in its particular way, the basic meaning of Jewish religious activity, sometimes also the significance of the history of the people of Israel. Sometimes they supplied even comprehensive pictures of the world into which Jewish religious activities were integrated. This opening of the Jewish elite to overall superstructures, which at the end of the fifteenth century became accepted theologies, invited or at least facilitated the integration of other comprehensive visions of the world, especially those with a certain affinity to the two superstructures already in place. Kabbalistic magic of the type of the *Book of the Responding [Entity]* and philosophical magic dominant in the works of Alemanno were absorbed for they were considered to be the crown of an accepted superstructures. If Kabbalah highlights the esoteric significance of Judaism, why should the most powerful aspect of this lore, the practical Kabbalah, be excluded from the more comprehensive picture of Judaism, particularly in the historical circumstances that make this kind of lore highly effective in solving historical problems? If the Neoplatonic and hermetic views were already part of Jewish culture, why should the practical applications of these theories be excluded from a Jewish world picture that could compete with the contemporaneous Christian worldview prevalent in Alemanno's immediate vicinity?

Another factor that contributed to the emergence of magic as a licit practice among the Jewish elite was the prevailing conception that important figures in the development of Jewish mysticism were accomplished magicians. The ancient masters of the *Heikhalot* literature, R. Akiva, for example, were considered to be in possession of knowledge of the divine names that constituted the main instrument of Jewish magic. Thus, for example, there are legends related to R. Yehudah He-Hasid and R. Eleazar of Worms, the two founders of the twelfth–thirteenth-century Ashkenazi Hasidism, as cognizant of, and eventually even as practitioners of magic. Naḥmanides, a paragon of early Kabbalah, was de-
scribed as using practical Kabbalah. Even Maimonides, the most bitter opponent of magic in Judaism, was portrayed, in a spurious epistle forged by Kabbalists, as proposing the use of a series of magical devices that included a combination of incubation, astral magic, and the pronunciation of letters. The accumulative impact of these legends must have contributed to the acceptance of both philosophical magic and practical Kabbalah as the epitome of the highest form of Jewish religiousness.

It is well known that in the sixteenth century, R. Isaac Luria, the most important exponent of Kabbalah, was portrayed as a person who had paranormal spiritual capacities, and was an expert in an array of magical fields like chiromancy. It is primarily this image, together with his being the revelator of a comprehensive Kabbalistic system, that was prevalent among the popular masses, as well as among the Kabbalists.

Ancient Judaism, a religion that deliberately avoided in its canonical writings the construction of elaborate theologies consisting of dogmatic statements, changed dramatically in the Middle Ages when the sophistication of Kabbalistic theosophies or of Jewish philosophical theologies could easily compete with parallel phenomena in Islam or Christianity. The appearance of elaborated superstructures opened the way to the acceptance of the magical transformation of these theologies as part of the infiltrations of alien elements, as the Arabic magic in fourteenth-century Spain had entered Judaism, for example, or by the revitalization of ancient Jewish magic by certain historical circumstances, as in the case of the Book of the Responding [Entity].

Last but not least; the spread of religious knowledge since the invention of printing influenced in a negative way the extent of circulation of the magical versions of Jewish theologies. Neither the works of Yohanan Alemanno and those major works of Yagel where the positive appreciation of magic was elaborated, nor the Book of the Responding [Entity] were printed by Kabbalists in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Considered pernicious for the masses, these works remained in manuscripts until now, being only the object of curiosity on the part of some few scholars. Only by the attenuation of the magical aspect of the descending theory, when it was transposed on a strong mystical key, permitted the influence of this type of magic in Judaism. It seems that no popular form of Judaism can prevail when a major change in its halakhic-centric nature takes place.

One last remark: designating Jewish persons who dealt with magic as magicians is, we must be aware of it, a projection of our terminology on a series of figures, none of whom would have agreed with this description. Moreover, putting together so different persons as della Reina and the
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